❚ shops, amenities and facilities are not

located on easy and quick routes
❚ subdivisions have lots of cul-de-sacs
❚ steps and levels are introduced to ‘add
interest’ to the streetscape without
consideration for wheelchairs, prams,
crutches or guide sticks
❚ vegetation and signage interrupt the walk
space
❚ everything looks the same.
Such neighbourhoods make people car
dependent and exclude those unable to drive
– many disabled and older people and all
children. Neighbourhoods such as these are
not sustainable environmentally, socially or

economically and act against independence.
They do not encourage the casual interactions
on the street, in the shops and at the parks
that are so necessary for people’s social
attachment and sense of place.

Neighbourhood Sustainability
Framework
New Zealand is only now beginning to think
about the sustainability of the neighbourhood
built environment. The Neighbourhood
Sustainability Framework being developed by
Beacon Pathway Ltd provides tools to assess
neighbourhood sustainability in relation to a
specific goal and six domains (see Figure 1).

Some local authorities have started
to develop specifications for accessible
neighbourhoods. For instance, Waitakere
City Council is part of the Beacon Pathway
Ltd research consortium and has been an
active participant in the development of the
Neighbourhood Sustainability Framework.
Manukau City Council has guidelines for
disability-accessible streets and public
spaces.
The Lifetime Design Foundation also
sees itself as moving from house design
to identifying the crucial conditions that
need to be met for lifetime design at the
neighbourhood level.

Neighbourhoods for life

Figure 1: The Beacon Neighbourhood Sustainability Framework.
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In the United Kingdom, Oxford Brookes
University has demonstrated that good
neighbourhood design acts to keep older
people functioning in their communities
longer, more safely and with higher levels
of independence (even older people with
dementia). The latter lose the ability to easily
‘read’ outdoor environments, but outdoor
environments can be developed to allow
them to operate effectively. The key is:
❚ simple street layouts with gentle curves
❚ T-junctions, not cul-de-sacs or crossroads
❚ wide pavements made of ‘plain, smooth’
paving
❚ buildings that act as markers by having a
variety of architectural styles and features.
‘Neighbourhoods for life’ can be built. Like
houses, accessible neighbourhoods are more
likely to be achieved if they are well designed
before they are built. Neighbourhoods, like
dwellings, can be renovated, retrofitted and
modified, but well designed neighbourhoods
are more likely to be resilient and adaptable,
and the cost of modification to meet
changing needs is likely to be lower, if the
built environment is designed to provide for
the range of people that live in them. Like
homes, neighbourhoods, too, need to meet
the principles of lifetime design – usability,
adaptability, accessibility, inclusion and
lifetime value.
For further information, go to www.
lifetimedesign.org.nz, www.beaconpathway.
co.nz, www.chranz.co.nz or www.brookes.
ac.uk/schools/be/oisd/sue/wise/.

